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Hugging the Trees
Tiny T. Rex has a HUGE problem. His friend Pointy needs cheering up and only a hug will do.
But with his short stature and teeny T. Rex arms, is a hug impossible? Not if Tiny has anything
to say about it! Join this plucky little dinosaur in his very first adventure—a warm and funny tale
that proves the best hugs come from the biggest hearts. Introducing an unforgettable character
on the picture book scene, Tiny T. Rex will stomp into the hearts of readers in this winning new
series.

The Winter Train
When Brian hugs and kisses his mother one morning, the act starts a chain reaction of
kindness and consideration that spreads throughout the town and eventually comes back to
him

The Hugging Tree
The hug machine is available to hug anyone, any time, whether they are square or long, spikey
or soft.

Gorilla Thumps and Bear Hugs
A spaghetti dinner and a lot of giggling result in Caillou getting the hiccups. Daddy thinks he
knows how to cure them, and together, they embark on a series of hiccup-curing trials. But
none of them seem to work! Mommy insists the hiccups will go away on their own - as long as
Caillou doesn’t make a big deal of them, and she’s right!

No Kimchi For Me!
This package comprises a sturdy board book Hug, about a little chimp called Bobo searching
for a hug; a cute cuddly soft-toy of Bobo; and a quality canvas bag to carry them both around
in.
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Tiny T. Rex and the Impossible Hug
A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—about a boy with autism who sets out
to solve the murder of a neighbor's dog and discovers unexpected truths about himself and the
world. Nominated as one of America’s best-loved novels by PBS’s The Great American Read
Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their capitals and
every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding of
human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow. This
improbable story of Christopher's quest to investigate the suspicious death of a neighborhood
dog makes for one of the most captivating, unusual, and widely heralded novels in recent
years.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
There’s a special event at Caillou’s day care. Leo, Clementine and Caillou are getting ready to
be in a play. They enjoy dressing up and rehearsing but they appreciate it even more when
their parents come to see the show.

Holden Hugs The World
A beautiful story about friendship, solidarity and loyalty as shown by the animals in a northern
forest. Guided Reading Level: L, Lexile Level: 620L

I'm Going to Give You a Bear Hug!
Hug It Out!
Traces the history and development of the Himalayan Chipko movement, which aims to
prevent deforestation by hugging trees targeted for felling

The Code poetical reader, by a teacher. by the author of 'New standard copy
books'.
A beautiful, heartwarming picture book with all the universal appeal of Guess How Much I Love
You. Hedgehog was feeling sad. As sad as a hedgehog can feel. So sad only one thing could
help . . . Tortoise was feeling sad. As sad as a tortoise can feel. So sad only one thing could
help . . . In this clever flipbook, both a hedgehog and a tortoise are looking for a hug. They ask
all the other animals they come across but for some reason no one will hug them. Until a wise
owl explains: Hedgehog is too spiky; Tortoise is too bony. And that's when they find each
other! 'Feels like being enveloped in your very own hug.' Kirkus 'A smashing story time tale.'
Books for Keeps 'It's utterly lovely. It makes her face light up every time she hears it.' The
Guardian Best Books of 2019

The Tale of 20 Hugs
Annabel dreams of one day being a scientist, but teasing from other kids at school has hurt her
confidence and left her feeling sad and alone. Join her as she learns how to use the Magical
Tapping Technique to quickly release her sadness and regain her confidence. Through the
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book, you’ll learn about the scientifically proven technique commonly known as “Tapping” and
how you can use it for both yourself and your child to overcome stress, anxiety, negative
emotions, and much more. Your child will love the fun descriptions and illustrations for each
point, such as the Super Eagle Eye Point, Lion Cry Point, Dragon Fire Point, Wolf Point, and
more. Your child will be having a blast as they howl, hug, thump on their chest, act like a
monkey, and more . . . all while learning how they can use Tapping to help themselves in real
life!

Literature
Because Brian Hugged His Mother
A delightful picture book celebrating love and hugs in all kinds of animal families--perfect for
Valentine's Day and year-round love, too! From ducklings to seal pups, from bunnies to cubs,
the littlest things give the loveliest hugs. In this tender celebration of love, you'll find the
sweetest bug hug, the cutest fox cuddle, and the gentlest elephant embrace you've ever seen.
Playful poetry and bright illustrations of adorable baby animals will inspire cozy time from
morning to night, all the way to bedtime.

The Giant Hug
The ASPCA Award-winning creators of And Tango Makes Three present the true story of a
domesticated lion cub whose devoted owners return him to the wilds of Kenya. 35,000 first
printing.

Bear Hugs
Two mommies spend a sunny day with their toddler in this cozy, rhyming picture book that is a
loving celebration of family. This cheerful book follows a family from morning to night in lively
rhyme that rolls off the tongue. There's a buzz for each bug, and a breeze for each tree, and
plenty of hugs for you and me. The toddler and mommies take a morning bike ride to a farm
stand, they visit a zoo in the afternoon, and in the evening there's the bath and storybook
routine before the child is tucked cozily into bed. There are seas for ships and kisses for lips,
so we can whisper I love you! This is sure to become a preschool favorite, for bedtime and any
time.

Caillou Gets the Hiccups!
Yoomi loves Grandma's cooking—except for stinky, spicy kimchi, the pickled cabbage
condiment served at Korean meals. "You can't eat it because you're a baby," her brothers
tease. And they don't play with babies. Determined to prove she's not a baby, Yoomi tries to
find a way to make kimchi taste better—but not even ice cream can help. Luckily, Grandma
has a good idea, and soon everyone has a new food to enjoy. Celebrating family, food, and
growing up, this story about a Korean-American family will appeal to picky eaters and budding
foodies alike. Aram Kim's lively art is filled with expressive characters and meticulous
details—and of course, mouth-watering illustrations of traditional Korean dishes and
ingredients. Backmatter includes information about kimchi and how it's made, and best of all, a
recipe for Grandma's kimchi pancakes to try yourself! For more about Yoomi and her family,
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don't miss Let's Go to Taekwondo! by Aram Kim. A Junior Library Guild Selection!

Hedgehog Needs a Hug
Based upon a true story, The Hug Store idea was born during a family visit to Michigan that
Shana and Rick took one Thanksgiving. When they arrived at Rick’s parents’ home, Grandpa
(Rick’s Dad) asked Shana for a hug since he hadn't seen her in several months and missed
her. Shana told Grandpa that she "was all out of hugs and needed to go to the store to get
some more!"

A New Friend For Me
Fun sound effects and whimsical music help tell the funny story when Montague Morton
Meriwether Smith arrives at a new school. What will happen during show and tell when one
student’s pet snake gets out of the box? Follow along through each day of the week, and
discover how this cool kid makes a special, new friend. A positive ending adds interest to this
silly story and encourages a lifelong love for reading.

Time for a Hug
From the team behind the bestselling The Hug, a heart-warming picture book that shows us
ways to be affectionate while social distancing. Hedgehog and Tortoise were the best of
friends. They wanted to give each other a great, big hug. But they weren't allowed to touch.
"Don't worry," said Owl. "There are lots of ways to show someone you love them." So the two
friends wave to each other, blow kisses, sing songs, dance around and write letters. And even
though they can't hug and they can't touch, they both know that they are loved. A gorgeous,
uplifting, inspiring picture book that makes social distancing fun!

Starring Shapes!
Meet Llama, the next great picture-book megastar, who has most definitely driven a bus and
who loves tacos way more than you. He also loves cake, and that’s where our story begins. On
Monday, Llama discovers a pile of cake, which he promptly eats. On Tuesday, Llama
squeezes into his dancing pants, which he promptly rips. The force of the rip creates a black
hole (naturally). By Friday, Llama will (indirectly) destroy the world. In their debut picture book,
author/illustrator team Jonathan Stutzman and Heather Fox introduce young readers to the
comical, the studious, the oblivious Llama, a picture-book hero for the ages. So grab some
cake and your dancing pants and prepare for Llama Destroys the World because THE TIME
FOR LLAMA IS NIGH!

CHARLES DICKENS: 20 Novels & Over 200 Short Stories, Children's Books,
Plays, Poems, Articles & Autobiographical Writings
I’m Going to Give You a Bear Hug!, written by bestselling author Caroline B. Cooney and
illustrated by Tim Warnes, is a playful and comforting bedtime book that imagines all the
wonderful ways a child might give and receive a hug. Whether it’s a big bear, gasp for air,
knock over a chair hug or a wet and drippy, slimy, slippy fish hug, children will giggle their way
through all the imaginative examples of hugs we can give and receive. Caroline Cooney’s
sweet, whimsical rhymes encourage playful interaction between parent and child and ultimately
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help them wind down before they snuggle into bed and drift off to sleep while Tim Warnes
wildly creative artwork makes each hug come to life! I'm Going to Give You a Bear Hug!:
written by bestselling author Caroline B. Cooney illustrated by Tim Warnes features all the
ways kids love to snuggle with the ones they love with humor and whimsy

Plenty of Hugs
In her book, Lynne celebrates the importance of the modern day grandmothers and their desire
to be vital, productive and useful in todays fast paced society. Grandmothers who are active,
creative and work in various careers have the capacity to build meaningful, engaging
relationships with their grandchildren, while presenting them with opportunities to explore and
maintain traditional norms and cultures. Grandmothers around the globe have the ability to
carry on the past, present and future "with their lives' dividends".

The Littlest Things Give the Loveliest Hugs
Hug
This carefully edited collection has been designed and formatted to the highest digital
standards and adjusted for readability on all devices. Novels Oliver Twist The Pickwick Papers
Nicholas Nickleby The Old Curiosity Shop Barnaby Rudge Martin Chuzzlewit Dombey and Son
David Copperfield Bleak House Hard Times Little Dorrit A Tale of Two Cities Great
Expectations Our Mutual Friend The Mystery of Edwin Drood Christmas Novellas A Christmas
Carol The Chimes The Cricket on the Hearth The Battle of Life The Haunted Man Short Story
Collections Sketches by Boz Sketches of Young Gentlemen Sketches of Young Couples
Master Humphrey' Clock Reprinted Pieces The Mudfog Papers Pearl-Fishing (First Series)
Pearl-Fishing (Second Series) Christmas Stories Other Stories Children's Books Child's Dream
of a Star Holiday Romance Stories About Children Every Child Can Read Dickens's Children
Plays The Village Coquettes The Strange Gentleman The Lamplighter Is She His Wife Mr.
Nightingale's Diary No Thoroughfare The Frozen Deep Poetry The Loving Ballad of Lord
Bateman The Poems and Verses of Charles Dickens Travel Books American Notes Pictures
From Italy The Lazy Tour of Two Idle Apprentices Other Works Sunday Under Three Heads A
Child's History of England Memoirs of Joseph Grimaldi The Life of Our Lord The Uncommercial
Traveller Contributions to "All The Year Round" Contributions to "The Examiner" Miscellaneous
Papers Essays & Articles A Coal Miner's Evidence The Lost Arctic Voyagers Frauds on the
Fairies Adelaide Anne Procter In Memoriam W. M. Thackeray Speeches of Charles Dickens:
Literary and Social Letters of Charles Dickens Criticism CHARLES DICKENS by G. K.
Chesterton DICKENS by Sir Adolphus W. Ward THE LIFE OF CHARLES DICKENS by John
Forster MY FATHER AS I RECALL HIM by Mamie Dickens Charles Dickens (1812-1870), an
English writer and social critic, created some of the world's best-known fictional characters and
is regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian era.

The New Encyclopaedia, Or, Universal Dictionary of Arts and Sciences
When is it time for a hug? Anytime! This feel-good picture book assures kids there's plenty of
love to go around-the-clock.

Hug Machine
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Caillou: My First Play
A small boy lived in a city with no grass or trees. –Instead,” he says, –we had roads, walls and
lots of other ugly things.” One day, the boy and his friend were amazed to discover a tiny
sapling growing behind a low wall. They had never seen a tree and they imagined how
majestic it would be someday. When they found out a condominium was to be built where their
tree lived, the boys knew they had to dig it up and replant it. They had to save the last tree. A
poignant story about hope and the importance of nature.

Llama Destroys the World
"First published in the United Kingdom in 2014 by Maverick Arts Publishing Ltd."

My Grandma's Special Hugs
From time to time everyone needs a hug. Fortunately, that is what Holden came to Earth to do.
Meet Holden. Holden Space. "When Earth needed help it called out for some Love, So Holden
went down and gave Earth a hug." Holden Hugs The World is a wholesome tale about a being
whose mission is to spread love by hugging each and every thing. Embracing the issues of
diversity, inclusion and environmental awareness, Holden's story invites readers to open their
arms, minds and hearts to a more connected and compassionate world.

An Icelandic-English Dictionary
The Hug
Tired of hearing her son and daughter fight, Mom devises an unusual punishment.

The Last Tree
Provides facts, stories and special quizzes about a variety of bears species.

Catalog of Copyright Entries
How do you give your granny a hug when she lives far away? Send it through the mail, of
course! Owen’s hug travels across the country in a series of hilarious, sometimes awkward,
always heartfelt embraces between animals of different shapes and sizes. Valeri Gorbachev’s
adorable artwork pairs beautifully with Sandra Horning’s charming text, and makes for a fun,
funny, and educational read-aloud. An unexpected twist at the end will delight readers and
have kids asking for this book again and again.

The Hug Store
Told in rhyming text, a little tree clings tenaciously to a granite cliff, determined to live, tended
by a little boy, and ultimately loved by the people in the community.
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Literature
Learn how a hug can change your whole day.

Children's Books
While We Can't Hug
Shapes play supporting roles in the world around us, but which one will be the star of
Shapeston Elementary Schoolês play? Triangle has experience as a traffic sign, and Square
moonlights as a postage stamp, Circle as a lemon slice, Rectangle as the cover of a magazine
and Diamond as a kite, while Oval has played a surfboard. A fun and fresh look at basic
shapes that will have you seeing them in surprising places.

Christian, the Hugging Lion
Everyone needs hugs, even if they're prickly. When Hedgehog wakes up feeling down in the
snout and droopy in the prickles, he knows a hug will make him feel much better. But none of
his animal friends are eager to wrap their arms around Hedgehog's prickles, and he's too smart
to fall for Fox's sly offer. Then Hedgehog gets a surprise: Another animal in the forest is feeling
exactly the same way. Luckily, both are kind and brave enough for the perfect hug.

Hedgehugs
Who doesn't need a hug? Every animal in this forest steps forward when a koala offers a free
hug, but not just any hug, a hug each will never forget. A hippo, giraffe, brown bear, snake,
badger, porcupine, and tiger all agree the koala's efforts are worth it. There is still another who
could use a hug. Who could that be?
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